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The mission for our society never stops. Members of the society continuously react and fight for the wide range of problems that the country encounters every day. The most common and primary problem that affects even the security of the country is the so called Drugs. The problem with drugs never stops. It is indeed very difficult for the authorities to solve the cases of drugs in the Philippines. This is just one of the social issues that the members of society are now facing and this issue becomes the talk of the town. In fact, this problem has become a threat and the controversy spreads among other countries.

A lot of casualties happened concerning drug addiction. Deaths among users, pushers and protectors happened almost every day. Drug killings happened in almost all parts of the country. Many believe that police drug operations and killing the drug suspects are not humane. Drug addiction covers all ages. Men and women of various ages are suspected to have been associated with illegal drugs.

Countrymen understand that to stop this kind of problem is not that easy primarily because this problem is not just a personal issue but a major social issue. It does not only happen in the Philippines. It happens all over the world. In fact, some of these drugs originated from other countries and manipulated and protected by higher people.
Disturbances and crimes never stop if drug addiction never stops. Drug addiction causes all kinds of crimes in every country. If drug addiction continuously happens, people under the influence of it could never stop from doing bad and illegal things. The security of people is at risk. The economy and politics are also at risk. Different aspects of life are at risk.

It is indeed an endless mission for everyone to eliminate this kind of problem. This is not just the mission of government. It is a mission for all. As members of society, we can help to eliminate drug addiction. Be part of the campaign. Be responsible. Be humanitarian. Be a social concern citizen.
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